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Arthur Rimbaud in New York (Meat Packing), 
1978–79
Silver print, 11x17 in.

In 1978, Wojnarowicz began his series Arthur 

Rimbaud in New York. In more than 40 photo-
graphic prints, we see Brian Butterick, John 
Hall, and Jean Pierre Delage wearing paper 
mask image of Arthur Rimbaud in various 
locations in Manhattan. 100 years before, the 
twenty-year-old French poet Arthur Rimbaud 
lived on the streets of Europe as a street hustler, 
as Wojnarowicz had in New York. In this pho-
tograph, we see a Rimbaud in the meatpacking 
district, near New York’s Lower West Side piers. 
Prior to the AIDS crisis, this area was a bustling 
nocturnal cruising ground, where gay sex was 
always accessible.
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North/South: The New Legionnaires, 1986
Acrylic and printed paper collage on masonite, 
72x 48 in. 

LEFT:

Sketch for North/South: The New Legionnaires, 
date unknown
Ink on paper.

ABOVE:

Detail, North/South: The New Legionnaires

North/South: The New Legionnaires was first 
exhibited at Wojnarowicz’s April 1986 solo 
exhibition at Gracie Mansion Gallery, titled An 

Exploration of the History of Collisions in Reverse. 
The show focused on a series of “history paint-
ings” on the theme of a world and civilization 
evolving toward self-destruction. Many of  
the paintings contained images, symbols and 
subjects Wojnarowicz returned to repeatedly  
throughout his career. Steam locomotives on 
collision courses with the planet; burning 
buildings in ruins dramatizing the fleeting 
nature of time and the unstable structure of an 
imbalanced society; alien heads and half-hu-
man creatures, referring to the artist’s  sense of 
his own outsider-ness. 

North/South: The New Legionnaires conjures a set 
of ominous juxtapositions. An ancient Roman 

warrior shares space with a Wall Street raider; 
the Titanic—on a collision course with an 
iceberg—sails through an abattoir hung with a 
display of beef carcasses; strung ropes connote 
eroticism and death; repeated images of the  
Parthenon’s ruins abut pictures of the White 
House. The total atmosphere is of the fall of 
ancient Rome coinciding with a collapse in 
contemporary society. 

The Emperor Commodus portrayed himself 
as Hercules, son of Jupiter, possessing godlike 
powers over life and death. He displayed these 
powers in a series of mass animal sacrifices and 
rigged gladiatorial spectacles, all staged for the 
benefit of a restless Roman populace. Thoughts 
turn to the former WWF celebrity now occu-
pying 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue. 








